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Motivation: Achieving High Energy Density
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High energy storage charge carriers

• Multiple-electron charge transfer

• Maximize redox voltage window

• Application of ionic liquids to expand 
the redox window of solvents*

High solubility

• Increase solubility of charge 
carriers

• Reduce molecular weight while 
maintaining similar redox 
potentials.

Expected outcome: Discover design principles for the realization of novel, 
inexpensive, safe, and high-performance RFCs

*Buzzeo, M. C. et al. ChemPhysChem 2006, 7, 176.



History of Computational Methods
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• Koopman’s theorem: linear relation between redox 

potential and HOMO and LUMO energy levels

• 1988, Rossky & Schnitker, quantum simulation of 

structure, spectroscopy and dynamics of aqueous electron

• 2002, Baik & Friesner, good correlation for redox 

potentials of various metallocene complexes, larger 

deviations were seen in typical coordination complexes.

• 2003, Uudsemaa & Tamm noted that two hydration shells 

and the continuum model were necessary for accurate 

redox calculations of aqueous 3d transition metal ions.

• 2007, Jaque et al. showed that no DFT method can be 

singled out as the most reliable method for calculating the 

oxidation potential of Ru
2+

in aqueous media.

• 2008, Srnec et al. suggest that spin-orbit coupling effects

minimize the errors in the redox potential for second- and

third-row transition elements.

Baik & Friesner, J. Phys. Chem. A 2002, 106, 7407.

Uudsemaa & Tamm, J. Phys. Chem. A 2003, 107, 9997.

Jaque et al. J. Phys. Chem. C 2007, 111, 5783.

Srnec et al.. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 10947.

How to accurately calculate the 

solvation energy of an electron 

and SHE?



Improved Method to Calculate Redox Potentials
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Correlation diagram of experimental vs.
calculated redox potential, V/Cp2Fe, for
various transition metal (Ti, Zr, Hf, Fe, Ru
Os,) complexes.

L.E. Roy, E. Jakubikova, M.G. Guthrie, E.R. Batista, J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 6745−6750.



Computational Theory
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Computational Details
• PBE0 hybrid functional
• small effective core potentials (ECPs)
• Scalar relativistic corrections
• COSMO implicit solvation

Solve Schrödinger Equation 
(with approximations)

Density Functional Theory (DFT) • Minimize energy on potential energy 
surface by optimizing wavefunction 

• Provide structure, energies, molecular 
orbitals, etc.

Deblonde, M. et al. Angew. Chem. 2018, 57, 4521.
Kelley, M.P. et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2017, 139, 9901.



Other Ways to Calculate Redox Potentials
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• Explicitly include counterions: Specific interactions of complexes with counterions of 
supporting electrolyte are explicitly included. Kvapilová 2014

• Correction of Pseudo-Counterion: Adding a charge-dependent correction term for a 
counterion around the charged complexes to the solvation energy. Matsui 2013

• H-atom addition/abstraction method: By means of the redox of its neutralized cognate, 
employing one or several H-atom addition/abstraction thermodynamic cycles, Bím 2016

• Solid-state cathodes: DFT+U to evaluate redox potentials of battery cathodes with 
purely ionic bonding. For cathodes containing covalent and metallic materials, more 
advanced methods are needed., Shishikin & Sato 2016

• Multistep explicit solvation protocol: Combine the use of semiempirical QM/MM 
molecular dynamics for both redox states and use the linear response approximation to 
relate vertical ionization energies to the adiabatic redox potential, Sterling 2019

H Kvapilová, et al. Organometallics, 33, 4964-4972 (2014)
Matsui, et al, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 9, 2974–2980 (2013)
D Bím, L. Rulíšek, M. Srnec, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 7, 7-13 (2016)
Shishkin, Sato, Phys. Rev B, 93, 085135 (2016)
Sterling & Bjornsson, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 15, 52-67 (2019)
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• Explicitly include counterions: 
• Specific interactions of complexes with counterions of supporting electrolyte are explicitly 

included. 
• The mean average error compared to experimental data improved from 0.111 V to 0.088 

V.

H Kvapilová, et al. Organometallics, 33, 4964-4972 (2014)

Theoretical Predictions of Redox Potentials of Fischer-Type
Chromium Aminocarbene Complexes
Hana Kvapilova,́*,†,‡ Irena Hoskovcova,́‡ Jirí̌ Ludvík,† and Stanislav Zaĺis*̌,†

†J. Heyrovsky ́ Institute of Physical Chemistry, v.v.i., Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Dolejsǩova 3, 182 23 Prague 8,
Czech Republic
‡Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Institute of Chemical Technology Prague, Technicka ́ 5, 166 28 Prague 6, Czech Republic

*S Supporting Information

ABSTRACT: Redox potentials of series of chromium amino-
carbene complexes with general formulas [(CO)5CrC(R)-
N(CH3)2] and [(CO)4CrC(R)N(CH2CHCH2)2] were
calculated using DFT methods for both metal-localized
oxidation and ligand-localized reduction processes. The
electrostatic contribution of solvation was approximated by
the polarizable continuum model (PCM); specific interactions
of the complexes with counterions of supporting electrolyte
were considered by explicitly including these ions in the
model. The theoretical redox potentials were correlated with experimental values, and the qualities of the results of the
approaches used were compared. It was shown that both sets of calculated redox potentials reproduce the experimental data well.
The mean average error of the calculated redox potentials was 0.088 V with the counterions and 0.111 V without the
counterions. The best results were obtained for oxidation processes, where the mean average error decreased from 0.110 to 0.059
V due to the inclusion of the counterions.

■ INTRODUCTION
Carbene complexes are a group of compounds formally derived
from the carbene molecule CH2. According to their structure
and properties, three types of carbene complexes are generally
distinguished: Fischer, Schrock, and N-heterocyclic carbenes.
The Fischer and Schrock complexes can be described by
general formula LnMCR2, where the carbene moiety :CR2
binds to the metal atom M by a formal double bond. By mutual
interaction of the carbene ligand substituents R and electron
donating−withdrawing effect of the metal plus additional
ligands L, the double bond can be polarized in both senses:
Mδ+Cδ− in Schrock type carbenes or Mδ−Cδ+ in Fischer
type carbenes. In the Fischer type carbene complexes, the
partial negative charge on the metal atom is stabilized by
coordination of π-accepting ligands such as CO or CN groups
to the metal, while the electronic deficiency on the carbene
carbon atom is stabilized by the presence of electron-donating
groups such as −NR2 and −OR on the carbene carbon.1−3

Fischer-type carbene complexes are widely used in organic
synthesis as both reactants4−10 and catalysts.11,12 The synthetic
routes are based on redox properties of the complexes and
include a variety of thermally and photochemically initiated
redox reactions, often with unsaturated hydrocarbons, produc-
ing various types of heterocyclic compounds.13−18 Chromium
Fischer carbenes take part in photochemically initiated
enantioselective reactions.19−21 In addition to their role in
synthesis, some carbene complexes have been studied for
possible use in nonlinear optics22 or as electrochemical probes
for biosensors.23

An in-depth understanding of structure−reactivity relation-
ships is essential in order to design complexes for specific use.
The present paper deals with Fischer aminocarbene complexes
of Cr with the general formulas [(CO)5CrC(R)N(CH3)2]
and [(CO)4CrC(R)N(CH2CHCH2)2], which have been
recently studied by electrochemical methods, and a relationship
between their structural features and electrochemical behavior
was established using the linear free energy relationship
(LFER) approach.24−28 The experimental study was supported
by theoretical calculations of electronic structures of the
compounds, as the localization and energy levels of frontier
molecular orbitals were correlated with their redox poten-
tials.26−29 However, examples of Cr and Fe aminocarbene
complexes where the LFER approach fails were reported,27 and
recent results show that effect of the structural flexibility of the
molecules plays an important role in certain cases.28,30 The
relationship between molecular structure and redox properties
thus becomes more complicated and the theoretical description
based only on electronic structure and the HOMO and LUMO
energies of the compounds in their electronic ground state is
not sufficient.
In order to design new systems with desired redox

properties, a reliable theoretical model is needed to predict
the values of their redox potentials before they are synthesized,

Special Issue: Organometallic Electrochemistry
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the calculated reduction potentials of series 2 is 0.060 V;
however, the correlation between calculated and measured
reduction potentials of series 2 is rather poor: Ered,PCM =
1.305Ered,exp + 0.615 (R2 = 0.887). On the other hand, when the
series 2 is omitted (only the nonchelated complexes are taken
for correlation), the average error is 0.139 V and the equation
of the linear regression line becomes Ered,PCM = 0.902Ered,exp −
0.041 with R2 = 0.972, which is comparable to the regression
for the oxidation processes (correlation diagrams are presented
in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). The high slope of
the regression line of series 2 and shift of the absolute values
with respect to the nonchelated compounds imply that the
results for the chelated complexes are afflicted by a different
type of error than the results for the nonchelated compounds.
Reduction of aminocarbene complexes is accompanied by
major structural changes of the molecular geometry.25,28,30

When an electron is accepted into the LUMO orbital, π-
electron delocalization is established throughout the whole
carbene ligand. To allow such extended electronic communi-
cation, the phenyl (or heterocyclic) substituent is twisted to the
position almost coplanar with the plane represented by the
central metal, carbene carbon, and nitrogen atom. In addition,
the dimethylamino group (series 1, 3, 4 ) rotates around the
carbene carbon−nitrogen bond to allow the new position of the
phenyl residue. The noncoordinated allyl group (series 2)
interferes with the α position of the phenyl ring more than the
methyl group (series 1, 3, 4 ). Various conformations of the allyl
residue are possible, making it more difficult to specify the
system present in the redox reaction.
Correlation over the full set of redox potentials shows an

excellent linear relationship between the calculated and
measured redox potentials with slope 1.000 and correlation
coefficient R2 = 0.998. The larger span of the scale and higher
number of points compensate for the deviations in the
calculated reduction potentials.
Calculations with Counterions. As we have already

noted, charged particles such as the one-electron-oxidized and
-reduced forms of the studied complexes may interact not only
with the solvent molecules but also with other ions present in
the solution. In a typical electrochemical experiment such ions
are provided by the supporting (inert) electrolyte, which is used
to suppress migration-caused transport of the electroactive
species to the electrode. Therefore, we examined the influence
of counterions of the supporting electrolyte used on
calculations of the redox potentials. In all of these calculations,
the electrostatic contribution of solvation was also considered,
approximated by PCM.
To calculate the oxidation potentials, one hexafluorophos-

phate anion PF6
− was added to both the neutral and one-

electron-oxidized states of the complexes. As an example, the
optimized geometry of complex 1c with the PF6

− counterion is
shown in Figure 5. Interaction of the oxidation center with the
counterion is stronger in case of the oxidized complex: the
distance between Cr and P atoms is 7.40 Å in the case of
neutral 1c and 5.17 Å in the case of oxidized 1c.
In the experiments, tetrabutylammonium salt was used.

However, we decided to lower the computational costs by using
a less bulky alkylammonium cation. Therefore, to calculate the
reduction potentials, one tetramethylammonium cation N-
(CH3)4

+ was added to the neutral state, as well as to the one-
electron-reduced state of the complexes. Figure 6 shows the
optimized structure of complex 1c with an N(CH3)4

+

counterion as an example. The distance between the carbene

carbon (reduction center) and the nitrogen atom of N(CH3)4
+

is 8.10 Å for the neutral form of 1c and 5.56 Å for the reduced
form of 1c, pointing to the considerably stronger interaction in
the latter case.
Before calculating the redox potentials for the whole set of

compounds, several models were created for the neutral,
oxidized, and reduced species where the counterion was placed
at various locations around the complex, and the geometries of
these structures were fully optimized. The most stable
structures were chosen as models for the remaining complexes.
It should be noted that problems with convergence of the

geometry optimization had to be overcome in some cases.
Systems where the counterions were added to the neutral
molecules were especially problematic due to the weak
interaction between the two particles. Many local stationary
states, very close in energy, were observed due to flat potential
energy surfaces. No convergence problems were observed for
the oxidized or reduced particles.
Redox potentials Eox,CI+PCM and Ered,CI+PCM calculated

including interaction with the counterion in addition to the
PCM solvent model are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Graphic
correlations between the calculated and experimental redox
potentials are presented in Figure 7. All of the calculated redox
potentials are more positive than the experimental values,
except for both redox potentials of 3c and oxidation potentials
of 1b and 2d.
Although the presence of the counterions does not

significantly change the absolute values of the calculated
redox potentials, it influences the correlations with the
experimental values.
There is improvement of the calculated redox potentials of

the oxidation processes when the counterion is included
explicitly in the model. A better slope of the regression line,

Figure 5. Optimized structures of the model of 1c with the PF6
−

counterion provided by the supporting electrolyte: (left) 1c in the
ground state (singlet state, total charge −1); (right) 1c in the one-
electron-oxidized state (doublet state, total charge 0).

Figure 6. Optimized structures of the model of 1c with the N(CH3)4
+

counterion provided by the supporting electrolyte: (left) 1c in the
ground state (singlet state, total charge +1); (right) 1c in the one-
electron-reduced state (doublet state, total charge 0).
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• Correction of Pseudo-Counterion for highly charged systems
• Adding a charge-dependent correction term for a counterion around the charged 

complexes to the solvation energy. 

• The mean absolute error is reduced from 0.81 V to 0.22 V.

Matsui, et al, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 9, 2974–2980 (2013)

A Density Functional Theory Based Protocol to Compute the Redox
Potential of Transition Metal Complex with the Correction of Pseudo-
Counterion: General Theory and Applications
Toru Matsui,*,† Yasutaka Kitagawa,† Yasuteru Shigeta,‡,§ and Mitsutaka Okumura†

†Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Osaka University, 1-1 Machikaneyama, Toyonaka, Osaka 560-0043, Japan
‡Department of Materials Engineering Science, Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University, 1-3 Machikaneyama,
Toyonaka, Osaka 560-8531, Japan
§Core Research for Evolutional Science and Technology (CREST), Japan Science and Technology (JST) Agency, Kawaguchi,
332-0012 Saitama, Japan

*S Supporting Information

ABSTRACT: We propose an accurate scheme to evaluate the redox potential of a wide
variety of transition metal complexes by adding a charge-dependent correction term for a
counterion around the charged complexes, which is based on Generalized Born theory, to
the solvation energy. The mean absolute error (MAE) toward experimental redox
potentials of charged complexes is considerably reduced from 0.81 V (maximum error 1.22
V) to 0.22 V (maximum error 0.50 V). We found a remarkable exchange-correlation
functional dependence on the results rather than the basis set ones. The combination of
Wachters+f (for metal) and 6-31++G(d,p) (for other atoms) with the B3LYP functional
gives the least MAE 0.15 V for the test complexes. This scheme is applicable to other
solvents, and heavier transition metal complexes such as M1(CO)5(pycn) (M1 = Cr, Mo,
W), M2(mnt)2 (M2 = Ni, Pd, Pt), and M3(bpy)3 (M3 = Fe, Ru, Os) with the same quality.

1. INTRODUCTION
Toward the design of new materials on a molecular level, it is
helpful to understand the properties of a single molecule. The
redox potential is one of the most fundamental quantities of
transition metal complexes (TMCs), which clarifies whether
the target molecule can easily take an electron or not. The
importance of measuring the redox potential of TMCs is not
limited to inorganic chemistry. The redox potential is one of
the key pieces of information needed for a metal cluster to
understand its catalytic property. It is also meaningful to
investigate the redox potential of significant metallo-proteins,
which play a crucial role in the electron transfer process in
biomolecules. For example, a cytochrome c, which is a heme
compound and contains an iron atom, is a mediater of electron
transport processes in several biologically important systems. In
order to understand the correlation between the structure and
the redox potential of the metallo-enzymes, it requires accurate
computation schemes from first principles.
Although many theoreticians have reported their methods1−8

to compute the redox potential, the error from the experimental
value is quite large, such as 0.20−0.30 V in mean absolute error
(MAE). The deviation from the experimental values originates
mainly from the treatment of the standard hydrogen electrode
(SHE) potential, which has been treated as a constant and
independent of the computational method in many theoretical
papers. The international union of pure and applied chemistry
(IUPAC) recommends the value 4.44 V as a SHE potential

observed by Trasatti.9 Many theoretical10−12 and experimental
papers13−17 reported various values ranging from 4.1 to 4.8 V
depending on their experimental conditions, such as the
temperature, electrode, and so on. From the view of
theoretical/computational chemistry, it is also difficult to
obtain the SHE potential, because this property needs the
Gibbs free energy (GFE) of a proton in the aqueous phase. In
order to avoid such problems, we also reported a new scheme
for computing the SHE potential by combining experimental
pKa values of alcohol molecules and theoretical GFE with the
polarizable continuum model (PCM) on the basis of our
previous work for pKa values.18−21 We have calculated an
absolute SHE potential of 4.52 V when we employed a gold-
starndard calculation level as CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ. Our
previous study for organic and inorganic molecules consiting of
typical elements indicated that the value of the SHE potential
depends on the computational methods, and we proposed a
necessity for tuning of the SHE potential. The mean absolute
error of the redox potentials became 0.1 V when we used a
tuned SHE potential by using a popular density functional
theory (DFT) such as B3LYP.
In spite of the success with the typical molecules, our

previous scheme cannot describe TMCs with an excess charge.
There remain two high barriers to achieve the accurate

Received: April 2, 2013
Published: May 23, 2013
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computation of redox potentials of TMCs. One is a problem
based on complicated electronic structure, which is typically
seen in the first TMCs with multiple valence-charge and spin
states. Because the electronic structures of both reduced and
oxidized states play key roles in the redox potential, the well
balanced static and dynamic electron correlation effects must be
important. However, many theoretical papers have shown that
the conventional DFT can also reproduce the experimental
ionization potential of metal complexes to some extent.
Batista’s group succeeded in reproducing the redox potential
by using a PBE functional when they employed the redox
potential of a ferrocene.22 Recently, Solis and Hammes-
Schiffer23 computed the redox potential of cobalt dithiolene
complexes, and their results agree very well with the
experimental values. Hughes and Friesner24 made a database
set for redox potentials of the first TMCs and succeeded in
calculating the redox potentials whose average error toward the
experimental value is 0.12 ± 0.09 V by introducing seven
empirical parameters obtained in their previous study.25

Therefore, the results could be better when one chooses
appropriate functionals of DFT and basis sets for transition
metals. However, there is no fair rule to select the proper
combination for a wide variety of the TMC when one does not
have any experimental data.
The other barrier is the poor-description on the solvation

energy of the metal complex with an excess positive/negative
charge. A dielectric model such as PCM26−29 has great success
in describing a neutral reaction field and computing various
properties in a solution. In fact, many theoretical papers have
reproduced the experimental redox potential of almost neutral
complexes. However, it is often said that these models do not
estimate an accurate solvation energy of charged molecules.
Due to this reason, a conventionally used solvation model
overestimates/underestimates the redox potential of the
positive/negative charged TMCs yet. Although an explicit
counterion should be used for such an excess charged system,
the results may depend on the position of the counterion, and it
makes the matter more complicated. It is necessary to
introduce some approximations for the purpose of avoiding
these problems.
In this paper, we investigate the charge dependencies on the

redox potential and propose a new method by putting an image
counterion distribution around the TMC in order to neutralize
the system. In section 2, we introduce the computational
scheme. In section 3, we discuss the validities to use these
schemes and show the application to famous TMCs. Finally, we
give the conclusion in section 4.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In the conventional scheme, the redox potential has been
obtained by using the Born−Haber cycle to obtain the GFE
change in solution.1 In our scheme, we directly compute the
redox potential in solution, because we employ the result of
geometry optimization and frequency analyses in the self-
consistent reaction field. According to Nernst’s law, the redox
potential of a metal complex can be obtained by eq 1:

= − −E
G G

F
Eredox

ox red
SHE (1)

where F = 23.06 kcal mol−1 V−1 is the Faraday constant. Gox
and Gred, given in kcal mol−1, are the GFEs of both the oxidized
and reduced states of the TMCs in solution, respectively.
Almost all computational papers that report the redox potential

of TMCs employ this equation. However, various SHE
potentials, ESHE, are employed, such as 4.28 V,12 4.43 V,13

and so on. As shown later, this type of calculation scheme
reproduces well the experimental redox potentials of weakly
charged systems. On the other hand, it underestimates
(overestimates) the redox potentials for excess positive
(negative) systems. To overcome this problem, we put a
“pseudo-counterion” (PCI) distribution whose net charge is −q
within a sphere with an effective radius R and added its
solvation energy as a correction term. Corrected GFEs for both
oxidized and reduced states in an atomic unit are shown in eqs
2a and 2b as

ε μ= + = + − | |
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟G G G G

q
R

r q
2

1 1 erf( )ox
corr

ox PCI,solv ox

2

ox r
ox

(2a)

ε μ

= +

= + − − | − |
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

G G G

G
q

R
r q

( 1)
2

1 1 erf( 1 )

red
corr

red PCI,solv

red

2

red r
red

(2b)

where εr and q are dielectric constant and the charge of the
oxidized state, respectively. This solvation energy of PCI,
GPCI,solv, is based on the generalized Born (GB) theory. The
error function corresponds to a scaling factor against the
original GB which depends on the net charge in the long-range
region, where the constant μ is a parameter describing a
screening effect near TMCs.
Figure 1 depicts an illustration of the PCI correction. We set

Rox and Rred as effective radii for PCI in the oxidized and

reduced states, respectively. We define V as the volume of the
cavity for a given TMC at the optimized geometry when we
employ PCM (see Figure 1a). We assume that the cavity is
treated as a sphere with an approximate radius of r (see Figure
1b). The pseudo-counterion would be spread dependent on the
size of the sphere, as seen in Figure 1c, so that R (Rox or Rred)
can be proportional to the approximate radius of the cavity
sphere. Therefore, we can consider

π= = =R ar a V3
4 a( const.)3

(3)

Figure 1. An illustrative representation of PCI. (a) We can define the
cavity space in using the solvation model by setting the cavity model.
(b) We approximated the cavity space as a sphere whose radius is r.
(c) The radius of PCI R should be dependent on the value r. The
dielectronic constant of this system is set to εr.

Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation Article

dx.doi.org/10.1021/ct4002653 | J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2013, 9, 2974−29802975

underestimation of the adiabatic ionization potential with pure
functionals.
In the “previous scheme,” the MAE is somewhat improved,

especially in the PBE functional. On the other hand, the results
are not so improved in LC-BLYP and M06, because the values
of ESHE,opt are not so different from 4.44 V in such functionals.
Although B3LYP gives the best results among the four
computational methods, the MAE is no less than 0.34 V so far.
When we employ the “PCIS scheme,” the errors are

considerably decreaced in all computational methods. B3LYP
gives the least MAE whereas M06, on the other hand, presents
the largest MAE among these functionals within our treatment.
Detailed results are shown in Tables S1 and S2 in the
Supporting Information. Judging form the fitted value a, the
correction based on the net charge is not so necessary. A pure
functional such as PBE gives a small ESHE value such as 3.85 V,
whereas the hybrid functional and the functional with LC give
higher ESHE values. For example, B3LYP presents 4.22 V, which
is very close to 4.28 V reported by Isse and Gennaro.12 Limited
to weakly charged systems (ranging from −1 to +1 in oxidized
state), the correction for PCI is so small that using the constant
SHE of 4.28 V does not cause fatal errors.
The parameters a and μ depend on the computational

methods. In PBE, the fitted μ is very large, because the scaling
factor works well in using PBE. M06 presents a small value for
a, which may be caused by the poor description of electronic
structure. The determination coefficient Rcor

2 is very large, 0.94,
for B3LYP, whereas it is somewhat small for PBE and M06.

According to these results, the functional which includes
both short-range and long-range correction will be a promising
functional for presenting the least MAE in these test TMCs. In
this study, we employed the B3LYP functional for further
calculations because this functional gives the least MAE in this
study.
In order to show the efficiency of the PCIS scheme in

charged complexes, the experimental and computed redox
potential is plotted in Figure 2. This figure reveals the
significant change due to the charge-dependent correction.
When we applied a “constant” SHE potential and eq 7, the
error was very large, shown in blue triangles and red rectangles
in Figure 2a. The mean absolute error (MAE) is 0.81 V, with
the maximum error being +1.18 V for Ni(tacn)2 by means of
the previous scheme. When we applied the PCIS scheme (eq
5), the MAE was dramatically decreased to 0.20 V with the
maximum error being +0.46 V for Ni(tacn)2. The results with
the PCIS correction are shown in Figure 2b. It is obvious that
the PCIS scheme works well for describing the excess charged
systems.

3.2. Basis Set Dependency. In the redox reaction of
TMCs, the metals should be the main character so that the
qualities of computational results strongly depend on the basis
set for them. In this section, we investigated the basis set
dependencies and discussed two issues: (1) which combination
of basis function for metal and other ligands is appropriate for
further calculations and (2) whether ECP influences the results
for redox potential or not.

Figure 2. Correlation diagram of experimental vs computed redox potential of 10 charged compounds. When the plot is close to the purple line, the
computed value agrees well with the experimental one. (a) Using normal computational scheme eq 7, which only shifts the SHE value. In using eq 7,
we employed the “previous scheme.” (b) Results given by the PCIS scheme (eq 5).

Table 2. Fitted Parameter of Each Combination for Basis Set and Mean Absolute Error (in V)

previous PCIS scheme

metal others ESHE,opt
a MAEa a μ ESHE Rcor

2 MAEb

BS A SDD 6-31G(d) 3.71 0.46 10.16 0.0537 3.91 0.94 0.16
BS B SDD 6-31++G(d,p) 4.08 0.34 12.65 0.0341 4.22 0.94 0.17
BS C LanL08(f) 6-31++G(d,p) 4.08 0.36 11.83 0.0335 4.23 0.93 0.17
BS D Wachters+f 6-31++G(d,p) 4.03 0.33 13.33 0.0394 4.17 0.95 0.15
BS E aDZ+DKc 6-31++G(d,p) 3.98 0.35 12.81 0.0367 4.12 0.94 0.17

aUsing eqs 7 and 9. bUsing eq 5. cWe employed the basis function “aug-cc-pVDZ with Douglas−Kroll correction.”

Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation Article
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• H-atom addition/abstraction method for aqueous solution, n> 2
• Based on the reduction potential of its neutralized cognate, taking advantage of one or 

several thermodynamic cycles that involve H-atom of one or several thermodynamic 
cycles that involve H-atom addition or H-atom abstraction to/from an anionic or cationic 
species respectively.

• MAE dropped from 0.8 V to 0.15 V

D Bím, L. Rulíšek, M. Srnec, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 7, 7-13 (2016)

Accurate Prediction of One-Electron Reduction Potentials in Aqueous
Solution by Variable-Temperature H‑Atom Addition/Abstraction
Methodology
Daniel Bím,‡ Lubomír Rulísěk,‡ and Martin Srnec*,†

†J. Heyrovsky ́ Institute of Physical Chemistry, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Dolejsǩova 3, 182 20 Praha 8, Czech
Republic
‡Institute of Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Flemingovo naḿeští 2, 166 10 Praha
6, Czech Republic

*S Supporting Information

ABSTRACT: A robust and efficient theoretical approach for calculation of the reduction
potentials of charged species in aqueous solution is presented. Within this approach, the
reduction potential of a charged complex (with a charge |n| ≥ 2) is probed by means of the
reduction potential of its neutralized (protonated/deprotonated) cognate, employing one
or several H-atom addition/abstraction thermodynamic cycles. This includes a separation
of one-electron reduction from protonation/deprotonation through the temperature
dependence. The accuracy of the method has been assessed for the set of 15 transition-
metal complexes that are considered as highly challenging systems for computational
electrochemistry. Unlike the standard computational protocol(s), the presented approach
yields results that are in excellent agreement with experimental electrochemical data. Last
but not least, the applicability and limitations of the approach are thoroughly discussed.

Electron transfer between various (bio)chemical entities or
units represents one of the most fundamental processes in

chemistry and biology. It is involved in a broad spectrum of
redox processes, from electrolysis of water on the laboratory
bench to many vital and complex biochemical transformations
in cells, such as mitochondrial respiration,1 photosynthesis,1

nitrogen fixation,2 and free-radical production and scavenging.3

For these electrochemical reactions, the key property is a
tendency of reactants, oxidant and reductant, to acquire and
lose an electron. This is quantitatively expressed in terms of a
well-defined thermodynamic quantity, the reduction potential
(E°), and tabulated with respect to a reference (e.g., the
standard hydrogen electrode − SHE − in aqueous solution). In
physicochemical terms, the reduction potential is directly
related to the thermodynamic driving force of a particular redox
reaction (i.e., G[eV] = E°(Red1/Ox1) − E°(Red2/Ox2)).
Throughout the past decade, theoretical chemistry has

become an integral part of many electrochemical studies.4−6

The conditio sine qua non for its usefulness in chemical
applications is the accuracy of computed reduction potentials
(it should be borne in mind that “a fairly small” error of 2.3 kcal
mol−1 in calculated ΔG(ox/red) translates to 0.10 V in E°).
Hence, enormous effort has been directed toward developing
computational protocols for calculations of reduction poten-
tials4 that are defined as a Gibbs free-energy difference between
the oxidized and reduced states (Gox and Gred), with respect to
the absolute potential of a reference electrode, Eabs° (reference)

= − −◦ ◦E G G E[V] [eV] [eV] (reference) [eV]ox red abs (1)

Different free-energy evaluation strategies have been
developed for various levels of structural complexity.4 For
models that explicitly include the solvent molecules, both the
solute and the solvent can be described quantum mechanically,
employing ab initio molecular dynamics (MD).7,8 This has
been successfully applied to small-sized redox systems.9

Alternatively, other methods treat the solute and the solvent
at the quantum and molecular mechanical levels of theory,
respectively (QM/MM models), while sampling the solvent
conformational space using MD- or Monte-Carlo-based
statistical techniques.10 Such a multiscale (QM/MM) partition
is the only practical strategy that is applicable to large biological
systems such as proteins, with QM description of the active site.
Different QM/MM-based techniques have been employed to
calculate the reduction potentials of various (metallo)enzymatic
complexes.11−16

The conceptually and computationally simpler approach for
free-energy calculations used in this study describes the solute
explicitly, whereas the solvent environment is represented as a
surrounding polarizable dielectric medium. Within this
description, the Gibbs free energy (at a given temperature T)
is evaluated as the sum of three energy terms
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seems advantageous considering that solvation (electrostatic)
interactions of A(|n|−1)± are expected to be described more
accurately than the corresponding interactions of the more
highly charged A|n|±.
(ii) The diagonal term ε from Figure 2 is determined by the

free-energy difference (ΔGdiag) between two molecular
cognates that possess the same molecular charge. Gsolv values
of these equivalently charged systems are expected to be of the
same order of magnitude, implying small errors in prediction of
their solvation energy difference (ΔGsolv).
In the context of (i) and (ii), it is noteworthy that a

computational scheme that employs a parametrized pseudo-
counterion correction was recently developed for the
calculation of reduction potentials of highly charged species.29

The VT-HAA methodology from Figures 1 and 2 is extended
by setting a relationship between the reduction potential of the
target (highly charged) system and its neutral counterpart

through several thermodynamic cycles, as exemplified by
[Ru(CN)6]

3−/4− and [Ru(H2O)6]
3+/2+ in Figure 3. This

multiple-cycle VT-HAA approach is represented by the
following recursive formula

∑ ε

δ δ
δ

= − + −

− × =
=

+
◦

=

− ◦

⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭

E E

n
n

2 ( 1) ( 1)

31.6
0 if is even
1 if is odd

n
i

n
n i

i
n

1
1

1

(15)

where εi is calculated according to eq 12, n (≥1) is the number
of cycles (also corresponding to the charge n from Figure 1),
and i = 1, 2, ..., n. Thus, within this scheme, the only reduction
potential that has to be explicitly calculated (according to eq 1)
is that associated with the low-charged systems (e.g., the [ox]0/
[red]1− or [ox]1+/[red]0 redox couple). This, in combination
with the diagonal terms εi (each of these terms is calculated for

Figure 4. Calculated reduction potentials versus experimental electrochemical data. The theoretical results (green and red circles) were calculated
using the standard and VT-HAA protocols (eqs 1 and 15), respectively, and employing two different solvation models: COSMO-RS (graph A) and
COSMO (graph B). Labels 1−13 refer to the coordination complexes from Table 1. Slopes and intercepts of the regression lines along with the R2

correlation factors are also given. All of the theoretical results are presented for the levels of theory that are referred to in Table 1 as “VT-A/B” (VT-
HAA) and “Std-A/B” (standard methodology).

The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters Letter

DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpclett.5b02452
J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2016, 7, 7−13
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This equation, combined with eqs 8 and 11, can be finally
transformed into

= Δ −
Δ

+ − −

◦

=
+ ◦ ◦

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟E G T T

G T
T

G E E

2 ( )
d( ( ))

d

2 (H ) 2 (SHE)

T T
2 diag 0 0

diag

solv abs 1

0

(13)

Thus, we obtained the reduction potential of an anionic
complex [Mk+ L]n− (E2°) as a function of the reduction potential
of its protonated cognate (E1°) and ΔGdiag and its temperature
derivative. The 2Gsolv(H

+) − 2Eabs° (SHE) term is taken in this
study as a constant of −31.6 eV (for the aqueous environment
at 25 °C Eabs° (SHE) = 4.34 eV27 and Gsolv(H

+) = −11.46 eV4).28

In practice, E2° from eq 13 can be determined as illustrated in
Figure 2.

While eq 13 was derived for anionic species, it is also valid for
cationic redox couples, but with

Δ = −+ +
−

+ + ++G G G([M L ] ) ([M L] )k n k n
diag

( 1)
( H ) (14)

and E1° for the auxiliary redox couple [M(k+1)+ L(−H+)]
n+/[Mk+

L(−H+)]
(n−1)+ that lacks one proton as compared with the target

system (Figure S1). The presented protocol is referred to in the
following text as the variable-temperature H atom addition/
abstraction (VT-HAA) methodology for the calculation of
reduction potentials.
In comparison to the standard approach (eq 1), the VT-HAA

methodology (eq 13 and Figure 2) exhibits two important
features:
(i) The reduction potential of an ionic complex with charge n

(A|n|±) is calculated on the basis of the reduction potential of its
protonated/deprotonated cognate (A(|n|−1)±). This approach

Figure 2. Computational protocol for prediction of the reduction potential of a negatively (or positively) charged complex (E2°) by means of the
reduction potential of its protonated (or deprotonated) counterpart (E1°). As an example, the reduction potential calculation for [MnO4]

− is
schematically depicted. Note that the constant of −31.6 eV corresponds to 2Gsolv(H

+) − 2Eabs° (SHE) from eq 13.

Figure 3. Multiple-cycle extension of the computational protocol from Figure 2 is exemplified by two redox couples [Ru(CN)6]
3−/4− (A) and

[Ru(H2O)6]
2+/3+ (B). The reduction potentials associated with these two systems (E4° in panel A and E3° in panel B) are calculated on the basis of

the reduction potential of the neutralized cognate (E1°) and VT-HAA-derived terms εi according to eq 15 (see note in ref 30). It should be noted
that structures on the diagonal within each cycle differ by one H atom and hence possess the same charge.

The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters Letter

DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpclett.5b02452
J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2016, 7, 7−13
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• Solid-state cathodes: 
• DFT+U to evaluate redox potentials of battery cathodes with purely ionic bonding. For 

cathodes containing covalent and metallic materials, more advanced methods are 
needed.

• MAE reduced from ~1 V to 0.2 V.

Shishkin, Sato, Phys. Rev B, 93, 085135 (2016)
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• Multistep explicit solvation protocol
• Combine the use of semiempirical QM/MM molecular dynamics for both redox states 

and use the linear response approximation to relate vertical ionization energies to the 
adiabatic redox potential, to account for bulk and polarization effects.

• MAE reduced to 0.13 V from 0.26 V

Sterling & Bjornsson, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 15, 52-67 (2019)

Multistep Explicit Solvation Protocol for Calculation of Redox
Potentials
Cody M. Sterling† and Ragnar Bjornsson*,†,‡

†Science Institute, University of Iceland, Dunhagi 3, 107 Reykjavík, Iceland
‡Department of Inorganic Spectroscopy, Max-Planck-Institut für Chemische Energiekonversion, Stiftstrasse 34-36, 45470 Mülheim
an der Ruhr, Germany

*S Supporting Information

ABSTRACT: The calculation of molecular redox potentials
in aqueous solution presents a challenge to quantum
chemistry due to the need to calculate charged, open-shell
species experiencing large solvent effects. Traditionally, redox
potentials are calculated via the use of density functional
theory and continuum solvation methods, but such protocols
have been found to often suffer from large errors, particularly
in the case of aqueous solution. While explicit solvation
models hold promise of higher accuracy to describe solvent
effects in general, their complicated use and lack of well-
defined, reliable protocols has hindered their adoption. In this
study, we present an explicit-solvation-based approach for the
calculation of molecular redox potentials. We combine the use of affordable semiempirical QM/MM molecular dynamics
(making use of the recently proposed GFN-xTB method by Grimme et al.) for both redox states and use the linear response
approximation to relate vertical ionization energies to the adiabatic redox potential. Simulation length, averaging over snapshots,
and accounting for bulk and polarization effects are systematically evaluated using phenol as a working example. We find that it
is crucial to reliably account for bulk solvation effects in these calculations, as well as polarization effects which we divide up into
short-range and long-range contributions. The short-range polarization contribution is accounted for via QM-region expansion,
while the long-range contribution is accounted for via Drude-polarizable QM/MM. Our multistep protocol has been coded to
be used in a fully automatic way in a local version of Chemshell. It has been evaluated on a test set of oxidation potentials of
organic molecules and found to give gas-solution redox shifts with a mean absolute error of 0.13 eV with respect to experiment,
compared to mean absolute errors of 0.26 and 0.21 eV with CPCM and SMD continuum models, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION
Redox reactions comprise a large portion of common chemical
reactions such as those taking place in batteries, the
combustion of fossil fuels, photovoltaics, environmental
chemistry, molecular redox catalysis, and many biological
processes. Because it involves the rapid displacement of a
charged electron, the redox potential can be very sensitive to
solvation or other environmental effects.1 There are two main
frameworks for the treatment of solvation effects within
quantum chemistry: implicit (continuum) and explicit
solvation.2

Continuum solvation models treat the solvent as a dielectric
medium defined by an experimentally measured dielectric
constant ε. Polarizable continuum models account for the
mutual polarization between the solute and the dielectric
solvent reaction field and provide a computationally efficient
way of accounting for long-range solvent electrostatic effects as
there are no solvent degrees of freedom to account for in the
system.3 The SMD solvation model4 is a recent popular model
that accounts for bulk electrostatics via the integral-equation
formalism of polarizable continuum models via optimized radii

to generate the continuum cavity and accounts for non-
electrostatic contributions via atomic surface tensions.
However, because the continuum approach does not include
actual solvent molecules in the calculation (mixed cluster-
continuum calculations being an exception), continuum
solvation models neglect specific close-range solute−solvent
interactions such as hydrogen bonding and van der Waals
effects or specific solvent structure around the solute.
Hydrogen bonding, in particular, has been shown to be
important in the accurate computation of redox potentials.5

Despite these shortcomings, continuum solvation models are
vital tools in computational chemistry and can often yield
redox potentials to useful accuracy (especially for nonaqueous
solvents), though the accuracy can depend on the model being
used6 and which DFT method it is used with. Recent studies
by Schlegel and co-workers have demonstrated that calcu-
lations of acidity constants, a related property, are greatly
improved by a mixed cluster-continuum approach.7,8 Such
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explored by carrying out two 1 ns simulations (OM3/TIP3P
level of theory) for the neutral and oxidized state of phenol,
and then ΔΔGsolv,II

ωB97X was calculated according to eq 10 for the
II water sphere, where only electrostatic QM/MM single-point
energies were calculated (no correction for short/long
polarization or bulk effects was performed).
Figure 4 shows calculated ΔΔGsolv,II

ωB97X values using snapshots
taken from different sections of the 1 ns simulation of phenol
in the II system. Each column corresponds to 100 snapshots
(from each neutral and oxidized trajectory) taken from the
indicated time interval (during the last 40 ps) except for the
last column that consists of the combined 1000 snapshots
taken from the whole 1 ns simulation. The variance in the data
across the whole time scale is only ∼0.1 eV, with the 0−100 ps
value being only ∼0.05 eV off from the aggregate 0−1000 ps
value. This data suggests 100 ps MD sampling to be
appropriate for calculating the ΔΔGsolv

LL term, at least for
solutes similar to phenol.
The number of snapshots used for calculating ΔΔGsolv,II

ωB97X

was also explored for the 0−100 ps simulation. The running
average of ΔΔGsolv,II

ωB97X as a function of number of snapshots is
shown in Figure 5. The results demonstrate that ΔΔGsolv,II

ωB97X

shows convergence to ∼0.02 eV after approximately 50−60

snapshots. This result is in good agreement with the results of
Ghosh et al.19

These results generally indicate that choosing 50−60
snapshots from 100 ps MD simulations should be sufficiently
accurate for calculating ΔΔGsolv

ωB97X as demonstrated for our
example of phenol. Other larger or more flexible molecules
may require more snapshots and perhaps longer simulation
times as well. In our protocol we have for now settled on the
use of 100 snapshots taken from 100 ps MD simulations as a
balance between computational cost and precision.
These results, however, also demonstrate a severe error

present in ΔΔGsolv when approximated as ΔΔGsolv,II
ωB97X alone.

The experimental ΔΔGsolv for oxidation of phenol is in a range
of −2.67 to −2.73 eV (based on a 1.50−1.56 V potential
experimental range of phenol and a gas phase IE of 8.51 eV;
see Table S2 for more details), but, as Figure 4 and Figure 5
show, ΔΔGsolv,II

ωB97X is approximately −1.5 eV, an error of more
than 1 eV. As we will show, the reason for this strong
disagreement is due to the lack of accounting for solvent
polarization and bulk effects. The next sections discuss the
additional terms of eq 11 that account for these effects.

4.2. Bulk Correction. A drawback of spherical QM/MM
or droplet models as opposed to periodic QM/MM models is

Figure 4. Comparison of ΔΔGsolv,II
ωB97X values (calculated via eq 10) for various 100 ps sampling periods in a 1 ns simulation of phenol. 100 snapshots

were taken from the last 40 ps of each 100 ps interval, e.g. from 60 to 100 ps, 160−200 ps, etc. Results indicate that a 0−100 ps simulation provides
sufficient sampling for an accurate ΔΔGsolv,II

ωB97X value relative to a full 1 ns sample.

Figure 5. Running average of ΔΔGsolv,II
ωB97X (eV) for the 100 snapshots taken during the 60−100 ps interval of a 100 ps MD simulation of phenol.
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o Choice of ligands

- Enable multi-electron charge transfer.
- Reduce molecular weight while keeping the performance of redox 

potentials.
- Systematic study on classic Fe complexes
- Computational design of novel charge carriers 

- Fe-complexes inspired by catalysis

o Choice of metal 

- Ni complex 

o Challenges
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0.00

0.00

+1

0.25

0.25

1.00

0.13

0.29

1.00

-0.03

0.34

1.00

0

0.76

0.41

2.00

0.48

0.51

2.00

0.08

0.64

2.00

-1

0.80

0.73

3.00

0.51

0.83

3.00

0.28

0.91

3.00

E#$%&'

E()*+'

-41% 

-23% 

% reduction in MW relative to Fe(Bpy)3

3.28

2.38

2.62

1.24

0.88

0.781

0.78

0.657

-0.96

-1.30

-1.53

-1.47

-1.72

-1.80

-1.97

-1.82

-1.90

-1.93

-2.87

-2.39

-2.17

-2.48

-2.22

Ligand reductionMetal reduction

TV

10.15

9.16

9.01

IA Popov, N Mehio, T Chu, BL Davis, R Mukundan, P Yang, ER Batista. ACS Omega 3, 14766-14778

Tanaka, N, et al. Electrochim. Acta 1968, 13, 335



Role of Number of Ligands
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-41% 

-73% 

Total
-53% 

Role of Ligand Numbers 

Fe
Avg. DiIm

Total

+2

0.00
0.00
0.00

E"#$%&

E'()*&

% reduction in MW relative to Fe(Bpy)3

Fe
DiIm

Avg. MeCN
Total

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Fe
Avg. DiIm

Avg. MeCN

+4

1.97
0.01
2.00

1.60
-0.06
0.11
2.00

1.77
-0.01
0.12
2.00

+3

1.12
-0.04
1.00

0.95
-0.01
0.02
1.00

1.03
-0.03
0.02
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

+1

0.25
0.25
1.00

0.04
0.95
0.00
1.00

0.15
0.43
0.00
1.00

0

0.76
0.41
2.00

1.38
0.63
-0.01
2.00

0.20
0.90
0.00
2.00

-1

0.80
0.73
3.00

1.33
-0.01
-0.16
1.00

0.05
0.48
0.00
1.00

1.24

1.47

1.29

-0.96

-1.35

-1.12

3.28

3.36

3.22

-1.80

-2.18

-2.06

-2.87

-2.68

-3.12

TV

11.04

10.81

10.15



Theory-Experiment Correlation
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IA Popov, N Mehio, T Chu, BL Davis, R Mukundan, P Yang, ER Batista. ACS Omega 3, 14766-14778
Arana, C. et al. Inorg. Chem. 1992, 31, 3680; Saji, T. et al. J. Electroanal.Chem. Interfacial 
Electrochem. 1975, 60, 1; Tanaka, N, et al. Electrochim. Acta 1968, 13, 335 



Experimental Validation: UV-Vis Absorption Spectra
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Peaks splitting,

nm

[Fe(!-ImPy)3]
2+

Theor Exp.
1à 2 (av.) 30 30
2à 3 (av.) 33 41
1à 3 (av.) 62 77

IA Popov, N Mehio, T Chu, BL Davis, R Mukundan, P Yang, ER Batista. 
ACS Omega 3, 14766-14778

Please see Ivan Popov’s Poster



Computational Design Rationale
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Efficient water oxidation catalysts
Pytacn and mep (bpmen) frameworks
• Hold capacity to stabilize high 

oxidation states (FeV=O transition 
state complexes)

• OTf as leaving groups

J. L. Fillol et al. Nat. Chem. 2011, 3, 807

High oxidation states 
stabilization

Low oxidation states 
stabilization

G. K. B. Clentsmith et al. Angew. Chem. Int. 
Ed. 2003, 42, 1038

• Low-oxidation-state early transition-
metal complexes bearing P3C2
ligands

• Potential switch “on” and “off” modes

1,2,4-triazole

+



Structures of the Designed Systems
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Fe(Me2Pytacn)(triazole)
I

Fe(H2pmen)(triazole)
II

Me2Pytacn= 1-(2-pyridylmethyl)-4,7-dimethyl-1,4,7-triaza-cyclononane H2pmen= N,N′-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)ethylendiamine

IA Popov, BL Davis, R Mukundan, ER Batista, P Yang 
Front. Phys. DOI:10.3389/fphy.2018.00141

Please see Ivan Popov’s Poster



Predicted Redox Properties
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Charge
states

Reduction
potentials

Primary |e| localization sites

I                    II I                             II
+4 → +3 3.27 3.24 Pyridyl+triazole Pyridyls+triazole

+3 → +2 1.77 1.84 Fe Fe
+2 → +1 –0.09 0.07 Fe Fe
+1 → 0 –1.82 –1.84 Fe+Pyridyl Fe+Pyridyls
0 → –1 –3.40 –2.90 Pyridyl Pyridyls
–1 → –2 –4.47 –3.87 Fe+Pyridyl Fe+Pyridyls

IA Popov, BL Davis, R Mukundan, ER Batista, P Yang 
Front. Phys. DOI:10.3389/fphy.2018.00141



Compare with the State-of-Art Charge Carriers
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IA Popov, BL Davis, R Mukundan, ER Batista, P Yang 
Front. Phys. DOI:10.3389/fphy.2018.00141

I II Ru(acac)3 V(acac)3 Cr(acac)3

3.59 3.68 1.75 2.20 3.40

Comparison of the OCV values in the EW of MeCN for some 
non-aqueous Metal-acetylacetonates

I II Fe(bpy)3 Ru(bpy)3 Fe(tpy)2 Ru(tpy)2

5.17 4.74 2.71 2.88 3.14 3.24

Comparison of the OCV values within the +3à -1 range of charge states for 
some pyridine-containing species



Stabilizing Various Oxidation States via On and Off Modes 
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Me2Pytacn= 1-(2-pyridylmethyl)-4,7-dimethyl-1,4,7-triaza-cyclononane

’on’

‘off’



Preliminary Experimental Validation
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Preparation of precursor for the target complex



Outline
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o Choice of ligands

- Enable multi-electron charge transfer.
- Reduce molecular weight while keeping the performance of redox 

potentials.
- Systematic study on classic Fe complexes
- Computational design of novel charge carriers

- Fe-complexes inspired by catalysis

o Choice of metal 

- Ni complex 

o Challenges



Role of Linkers in Ni-Complexes
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Carboxo-amido pyridyl moieties:
- Inexpensive, modular skeleton
- Experimentally easy to make

Propyl backbone: 
- Improved solubility vs. storage capacity 

N

NO N O

N

Ni

N

NO N O

N

Ni

N

NO N O

N

Ni

Ni(bpb)Ni(bpen) Ni(bppn)

Please see Ben Davis’s Poster



Impact of Linker
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To maximize the redox 
potentials/events, not only the direct 
coordinated ligand is important, the 
linker of the ligand also plays a role.

Ni(bpb)

N

NO N O

N

Ni

N

NO N O

N

Ni

N

NO N O

N

Ni

N

NO N O

N

Ni

N

NO N O

N

Ni

N

NO N O

N

Ni

Ni(bppn)

Ni(bpb)

Exp. Theor.

0.73 1.03 [ligand]

0.59 0.61 [metal]

-1.89 -1.40 [metal]

-2.35 -2.57 [ligand]

T. Chu, I. A. Popov, G. A. Andrade, S. Maurya, P. Yang, E. R. Batista, B. L. Scott, R. Mukundan, B. L. Davis, 
ChemsusChem, Accepted Article, 2019.



Redox Events and their Nature
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Complexes/overal

l charge states

Ni(bpen) Ni(bppn) Ni(bpb)

Exp. Theor. Exp. Theor. Exp. Theor.

+2 � +1 - - - - 0.73 1.03 [ligand]

+1 � 0 0.62 0.41 [metal] 0.62 0.49 [metal] 0.59 0.61 [metal]

0 � -1 -2.04 -1.65 [metal] -1.92 -1.46 [metal] -1.89 -1.40 [metal]

-1 � -2 - - -2.54 -2.67 [ligand] -2.35 -2.57 [ligand]



Theory-Experiment Correlation
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T. Chu, I. A. Popov, G. A. Andrade, S. Maurya, P. Yang, E. R. Batista, B. L. Scott, R. Mukundan, B. L. Davis, ChemsusChem, 
Accepted Article, 2019.



What We Have Learned
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§ Replacing pyridyl rings with imine groups is an effective strategy for
reducing the MW of the N-heterocyclic Fe compounds, while
maintaining the reduction potentials and ligand based redox activity

§ Stabilizing both high charge states and low charge state using different
ligands will maximize redox potentials of multi-electron metal
compounds.
§ Computationally designed novel Fe-based electrolytes with higher

energy densities that are undergoing experimental verification.

§ Ni complexes with different linkers can stabilize an extra redox state
and hence increase the total energy density.

§ Solvent molecules are not always innocent in the redox cycles,
which should be properly included for better prediction.



Outline
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o Choice of ligands

- Enable multi-electron charge transfer.
- Reduce molecular weight while keeping the performance of redox 

potentials.
- Systematic study on classic Fe complexes
- Computational design of novel charge carriers

- Fe-complexes inspired by catalysis

o Choice of metal 

- Ni complex 

o Challenges



Challenge I : Environment is Important
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• Solvent is not always innocent.

Complexes/redox 
steps

Ni(bppn)

Exp. w/o MeCN w MeCN
+1 → 0 0.62 1.04 0.58

0 → -1 -1.92 -1.43 -1.79

-1 → -2 -2.54 -2.65 -2.65

T. Chu, I. A. Popov, G. A. Andrade, S. Maurya, P. Yang, E. R. Batista, B. L. Scott, R. Mukundan, B. L. Davis, 
ChemsusChem, Accepted Article, 2019.

• Similarly, counter ions and ionic liquids (supporting electrolytes) in 
solution.



Challenge II: Computational Method is not a Black Box
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• Choice of DFT Functionals

• Inclusion of dispersion corrections

Relative energies
[Ni(bppn)(MeCN)2]0

PBE PBE0
Low Spin 0.00 +8.06
High Spin +11.07 0.00

High-spin state overstabilization by GGA
functionals:
M. Swart, Int. J. Quantum Chem. 2013, 113, 2

n +1 0 -1 -2

PBE0 -5.99 +0.45 -0.49 -0.76
PBE0-D3 -9.5 -4.1 -2.7 -2.7

Free energies of MeCN binding

M. Steinmetz, S. Grimme, Chemistry Open 2013, 2, 115



Challenge III: Experimental Benchmark Data
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• Experimental data of high or low oxidation state is rarely available 
for benchmarking.
– Geometric structures
– Electronic properties (oxidation state, optical and magnetic properties) 

Fe(a-ImPy)3

[Ni(bpb)(MeCN)2]0



Challenge IV: Interfaces are Complicated 
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• Bulk electrolysis happens at interfaces (electrode surfaces)

– Predictive methods for interfaces are challenging because kinetics and rates of 

mass transfer should be properly considered.

– Electrochemical reaction mechanisms are not usually known and difficult to 

characterize.

– Chemical environment at interfaces is different from solution.

Basic Research Needs for Next Generation

Electrical Energy Storage. OBES, DOE



Vision: High-throughput Computational Design
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• Database for ligands that can stabilize 
various charge states 
– organic RFBs

• Database for metal chemistry 
– metal complex RFBs

• Reliable ‘economical’ methods that can 
be applied for high-throughput screening

• Potential candidate for high energy 
density charge carriers

• Experimental validation

Computation 
methods

Database of 
metal

Database of 
ligands

Best 
Charge 
Carriers
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Thank you!
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Impact of Solvent Molecules 
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n 1+ 0 -1 -2

-9.5 -4.1 -2.7 -2.7

Binding Energies of MeCN

Charge states Exp. Theor. 
w/o MeCN

Theor.
w MeCN

+1 � 0 0.62 1.21 0.49 [metal]

0 � -1 -1.92 -1.40 -1.46 [metal]

-1 � -2 -2.54 -2.40 -2.67 [ligand]


